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ABSTRACT
McKinnon, Christopher K., M.S., June 91 Physical Chemistry
Convection, Diffusion, and Reaction Pattern Formation in a 
Two-Dimensional Reactor (66 pp.)
Director: Dr. Richard J. Field
Physically reasonable assumptions were applied to the general multi-component mass-, 
momentum-, and energy-balance equations for a continuum system to develop an explicit 
numerical integrator to examine spatial and temporal concentration pattern formation due 
to the interaction o f convection, diffusion, and chemical reaction in a two-dimensional 
reactor. To better understand the patterns formed by these three effects, assumptions 
were made to separate the general problem into various combinations o f the three 
phenomena: convection; diffusion; reaction; convection with diffusion; reaction with 
diffusion; and convection and diffusion with reaction.
Forced-convection flow Gelds were generated by assigning various rotations to individual 
cylinders idealized as point sources o f vorticity and arranged in equidistant arrays 
perpendicular to the plane of flow. For example, a two by two array o f four cylinders all 
rotating clockwise generated a two-dimensional flow Geld consisting entirely o f clockwise 
motion.
Dilute solution diffusion was examined with both point and boundary sources and sinks. 
All boundary points, including the cylinders, that were not a source or sink point were 
assumed to be reflective.
The patterns formed due to diffusion only were a smooth transition from high 
concentration at the sources to low concentrations at the sinks as expected. Adding 
convective transport altered the diffusion concentration distributions. For example, 
applying the convective effect o f four co-rotating cylinders to the diffusion distribution 
between high and low horizontal boundaries increased the concentration towards the 
vertical boundary where flow was from high to low concentration, and decreased the 
concentration where the flow was from low to high concentration.
Nonlinear kinetics are required for pattern formation when considering reaction only, or 
reaction coupled with diffusion, and presumably when considering laminar convection as 
done here. The nonlinear two variable model o f the chlorite/iodide oscillator was selected 
for study because it has a physical basis and is not too stiff for explicit integration.
Free oscillations were found with a period o f approximatley Gve seconds. Adding 
diffusion to the reaction had no effect when the source boundary concentration was 
relatively low, and because o f stability problems with the integrator, it is unknown what 
the effect o f  higher source boundary conditions would be. The full problem of 
convection, diffusion, and reaction showed similar behavior.
Attacking this problem numerically has lead to the conclusion that to fully study this 
system and characterize the effects o f convection and diffusion coupled with this reaction 
would require the use o f a supercomputer. This work is being continued using 
supercomputing facilities at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory.
11
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Every child learns that two times two is four. Teacher after teacher 
insists that this is so. But, is it really true? What if it isn’t?
Two thousand years ago, Euclid set down his five axioms of geometry and 
from them deduced all of geometry known at that time. His fifth postulate 
of non-intersecting parallel lines was assumed to be a physical reality: the 
universe was intrinsically of Euclidian geometry, or in the child’s language, 
two times two was four, exactly.
In 1905, Einstein began a revision o f this thinking concerning the physical 
universe with his theory o f special relativity, and in 1915, proclaimed the 
general theory of relativity which stated that space was not Euclidian.
Space was curved! Parallel lines could intersect! Two times two might not 
be four!
Just as Einstein’s theories profoundly changed scientific thinking o f the 
way nature works, there are today many exciting areas o f discovery 
changing perceptions of the world: cosmologists theorize about the 
beginnings o f the universe, particle physicists talk about ten-dimensional 
strings that compose matter, geneticists plan to map the human genome, 
and so on. The one new development, however, that has profound
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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implications for all o f these endeavors, is the study o f nonlinear dynamical 
systems.
Why is the study of nonlinear systems so profound? O ne reason is that 
the real world, although occasionally acting linearly, is nonlinear.
Therefore, any reasonable mathematical model o f real phenomena must, in 
general, be nonlinear. Anothe.r reason is a philosophical one that has 
implications for the nonlinear real world.
People have argued long and hard about the "why's" and "how’s" and 
"should be’s" of our universe. Although it is easy to conjecture wildly about 
these things, it is quite another matter to sit down and carefully analyze 
them (or write about them). Quite often, a closer look at Mother Nature 
reveals previously unsuspected sights! !
The most surprising result o f the study o f nonlinear dynamical systems is 
chaos. ̂  In essence, chaotic behavior, in the mathematical sense, is 
determistic behavior that is unpredictable. In other words, even if one 
could write down the exact nonlinear equations o f a real chaotic dynamical 
system {e.g., turbulent fluid flow), the ability to exactly, or even closely, 
predict the microscopic state o f the system at future times is lost.
This loss o f predictive power arises from the divergent nature of 
arbitrarily close states that a chaotic system may be in. For example, 
consider two nearly identical chaotic systems. No matter how small the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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difference between these systems, as they evolve with time, they will 
diverge in microscopic appearance. The philosophical implication o f  
mathematical chaos is that regardless of the precision of experimental 
measurements of real systems, there are some systems that can not be 
m odeled predictively. Or, when two times two doesn’t have to be four, 
surprising stuff may happen.
Nonlinear problems have long been recognized as an important avenue to 
pursue, but have been routinely solved only in the past twenty years with 
the advent o f high speed computers and special algorithms. Some one 
hundred years ago, Poincare^ founded the nonlinear analysis of dynamical 
systems and hinted with great insight at the possiblities o f nonlinearity. In 
1945, Von Neumann^ predicted that computers would be invaluable tools 
for unravelling numerically the mysteries of nonlinear systems that are 
frustratingly difficult to solve analytically.
In the late 1950’s, researchers began applying the new computers to 
nonlinear problems, and in 1960, the words of Poincaré and Neumann 
became prophetic when Lorenz'* discovered numerical chaos and the 
"butterfly effect," or sensitivity'to initial conditions, while trying to predict 
the weather using a three-variable nonlinear computer simulation. In 
short, he showed that one couldn’t microscopically predict the weather.
Or, although one is sure that July is generally drier than May, one can not
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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be sure that it will not be raining at 10:00 a.m. on July 15, 1995.
In addition to sensitivity to initial conditions and chaos, there are many 
other consequences of nonline’ar dynamics: limit cycles, period doubling, 
period adding, self-similarity, and strange attractors, for example.^ All of 
these phenomena arise from bifurcations; they appear when a parameter of 
a system crosses a critical value.
System parameters, or constants, arise naturally in mathematical modeling 
and function as "units converters" between variables. For instance, a 
chemical rate constant converts concentration units to the rate o f change of 
concentration units.
These parameters may be combined to form dimensionless groups that 
are the ratios of competing processes or characteristic scales. For example, 
the Reynolds number is a dimensionless group frequently found in 
hydrodynamics that is the ratio o f viscous forces to inertial forces.^
The Reynolds number may be varied by changing the characteristic 
velocity or length o f a system, or by changing the kinematic viscosity o f the 
fluid. It has been experimentally observed that there are many regimes of 
fluid flow that fall between critical values of the Reynolds number.^ In 
fact, one o f the great successes of nonlinear modeling and solution has 
been the discovery of strange attractors in turbulent flow.^
As in the above example, these dimensionless groups usually have critical
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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values (bifurcation points) where the character o f the solution changes, 
often dramatically. Physically, these changes correspond to changes in 
phase as proposed by nonlinear, non-equilibrium (or far from equilibrium) 
thermodynamics, where pattern formation is interpreted as a dissipative 
structure that enhances the irreversible production of entropy.^
Another way of interpreting these changes is that as a system parameter 
changes, competing processes are changing in relative magnitude. To 
accomodate this relative change, the dynamic character o f the system must 
also change. A  bifurcation occurs when the parameter passes through a 
critical point where the dynamics become unstable and suddenly change to 
a new stable form or pattern.^®
Both views are consistent with the implicit function theorem^ ̂  which 
states that the explicit variables o f a reasonably well-behaved system of 
equations, or model, are implicit functions of the parameters. And, vice 
versa, the parameters are also implicit functions of the explicit variables. If 
a parameter, such as density, has critical points at particular values o f an 
explicit variable, such as temperature, then it is a given that the 
temperature has critical points at particular values o f the density.
Examples of bifurcation phase changes and dissipative structures abound. 
A  classic example is the development o f convection cells from a quiescient 
fluid (Bénard convection) when the Rayleigh number (a dimensionless
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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measure of the adverse temperature gradient) reaches a critical value. To
quote Chandrasekhar^^:
Instability occurs at the minimum temperature gradient at which a 
balance can be steadily maintained between the kinetic energy dissipated 
by viscosity and the internal energy released by the bouyancy force.
An example from chemistry, discovered by Belousov^^ in 1959, is the
development of temporal oscillations, later understood as limit cycles, in
the concentrations o f intermediate species in the batch reaction of malonic
acid, bromate and cerium in sulfuric acid.
The dissipative structure in this case is the oscillation o f intermediate
species, which only appears when parameters in a particular range are
chosen. U pon mixing o f the reagents, there is an induction period, after
which full-blown oscillations suddenly appear (a bifurcation). Then, as the
reactants are used up and products appear, the monotonically decreasing
free energy reaches a critical value; the reaction mixture undergoes a phase
transition and ceases to oscillate. The final approach to equilibrium
becom es linear and monotonie.
Shortly after Belousov’s discovery, additional research by Zhabotinskii et.
a l  revealed traveling chemical waves in the cerium, bromate, malonic acid
reaction (generally known as the Belousov-Zhabotinskii, or BZ, reaction).
This was the first experimental evidence that Turing structures, stationary
spatial patterns arising from the coupling o f nonlinear kinetics and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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diffusion, might exist and account for morphogenesis, as proposed by 
Turing^^ in 1952. M orphogenesis is the process where identical cells 
differentiate from each other (i.e, biological pattern formation).
In 1972, Field, Koros, and Noyes^^ suggested a mechanism for the BZ  
reaction from which they derived a nonlinear, three-variable model 
(dubbed the Oregonator for the location o f the work) that has successfully 
accounted for a large variety of experimental and theoretical phenomena 
including bistability, oscillations, period doubling, traveling waves, and 
chaos.
Although oscillating chemical reactions have been studied extensively in 
both u n s t ir r e d a n d  vigorously stirred r e a c to r s ,a s  well as series of 
reactors,^^ only recently have researchers explored the coupling o f laminar 
flow with nonlinear kinetics. In his PhD thesis, Kagan^^ examined natural 
convection pattern formation resulting from density gradients arising from 
photochemical reaction, and Epstein^ reported on convective effects on 
propagating chemical waves.
W hile a good deal o f theoretical and numerical analysis has been done 
with other types o f convection-diffusion-reaction problems {e.g., laminar 
flow reactors with non-oscillating chemistry^ and turbulent combustion 
flows^^), apparently little or nothing has been done with oscillating 
chemistry in slightly stirred (laminar) flow reactors, where the flow is a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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calculatable and independently controllable means o f chem ical distribution.
Therefore, this work undertakes the task o f numerically analyzing laminar 
convection, dilute solution diffusion, and oscillating reaction in a two 
dim ensional reactor, w here flow fields are generated by modeling rotating 
cylinders as point sources o f vorticity, and chem ical species are introduced  
and depleted  at the reactor boundaries (see figure 1).
External Bath
Perm eable M embrane
Rotating Cylinders
Perm eable M em brane
External Bath
Figure 1. 
Reactor schematic.
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By making several simplifying assumptions, the overall problem is divided 
into several sub-problems: flow only, diffusion only, reaction only, flow  
with diffusion, reaction with diffusion, and flow and reaction with diffusion. 
Breaking the problem up also gives a check on the correctness o f the 
algorithms, since there is some feel for how the simpler problems should 
behave.
In addition, the two-variable model o f Epstein^ for the chlorite-iodide 
oscillator, rather than the classic three-variable Oregonater, is used in the 
numerical work, as it is a much less stiff system and may be numerically 
integrated explicitly. Also, very recently, true Turing structures have been  
experimentally observed and modeled using a five variable version o f the 
chlorite-iodide o sc illa to r ,w h erea s Turing structures have not been  
observed with the BZ reaction.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER 2 
THEORY
The general governing equations for a multi-component convection- 
diffusion-reaction (C D R ) problem may be derived by considering the 
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy o f each component in an 
infinitesimal volume elem ent fixed in space,^
A  derivation of the mass-balance equations is given in Appendix A. It 
has the general form
d— Pi = - V n .  + R. i = 1, 2, , n
at
where the rate o f accumulation of the mass density o f component i (/>,) is 
equal to the difference of the mass flux in and out o f the volume elem ent 
(Figure 16 in Appendix A ) via convection and diffusion, or the divergence 
of the mass flux o f component i («,), plus generation of component i due to 
chemical reaction (RJ. Adding the n equations yields an overall mass 
balance, which may be substituted for one of the component balances. 
Similarly, a momentum balance has the form
^ p v  = + ̂  p ^ .
;=1
where the rate o f momentum accumulation (pv) is equal to the divergence
10
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of the momentum flux (^), plus body forces, represented here by the 
gravitational force Another example o f a body force would be a
magnetic field affecting the flow o f an electrically charged or magnetic 
fluid.
Lastly, the energy balance has the form
-^p[î7+iv^] = -v-«
1=1
where the accumulation of internal and kinetic energy (p{Lr+%v^}) is equal 
to the divergence o f the energy flux (e) plus body forces interacting with 
the mass fluxes, represented here by the change in potential energy in a 
gravitational field
Complete specification o f the problem also requires a thermal equation of 
state {e.g., p= p(p , T, x, j) , a caloric equation of state {e.g., Û=Û(p, T, x, )), 
and a description o f the chemical kinetics, body forces, and fluxes, as well 
as initial and boundary conditions.^
These nonlinear partial differential equations are implicitly coupled: rate 
constants depend on temperature; concentration depends on rate 
constants; density depends on concentration; flow depends on density 
gradients; temperature depends on flow; and so forth.
A  general solution to the above equations has not been found. Making
n
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som e headway on the specific two-dimensional problem in mind requires 
some simplifying assumptions that reduce the difficulty o f actually solving 
the problem, yet hopefully retain in the solution the main features o f an 
exact solution.
The assumptions made are, in no particular order, the following:
(1) neglible heat o f reaction,
(2) neglible heat loss,
(3) neglible viscous dissipation,
(4) no body forces,
(5) an infinitely dilute aqueous solution,
(6) incompressibility for the.thermal equation of state,
(7) Newton’s law of viscosity for the momentum flux,^®
<J> = pVv
where is the fluid viscosity, assumed to be constant due to the lack of a 
temperature gradient and vv is the dyadic product o f the vectors v and y,
(8) Tick’s law o f diffusion for the mass flux,^^
n .  = p .v -p D .V w .
where Z), is the diffusion coefficient of component i in aqueous solvent, 
is the mass fraction gradient, and the other variables are as previously 
described,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(9) a two-variable nonlinear, kinetic model for the chlorite/iodide 
oscillator/^
-  I
-  C
4 /  + CIO2  ^ 3  ~
r  cio~
where the r /s  are the rates o f reaction i and the k /s  are rate constants, 
and
(10) a two-dimensional system.
Assumptions (1), (2), (3), and (4) imply no change in the energy o f the 
system, and conveniently do away with the energy equation altogether. 
Assumption (1) is satisfied by the reaction presented in assumption (9), 
particulary in light of assumption (5), since any heat of reaction would be 
proportional to the concentrations of reactants which are vanishingly small 
(<10'^ M). Assumption (2) requires an insulated reactor. Assumption (3) 
is satisfied by the aqeous solvent considered. Finally, assumption (4) is 
valid for the two-dimensional system assumed in (10), provided the system  
is perpendicular to gravity.
Assumptions (4) and (5) decouple the momentum and mass balances for 
the infinitely dilute and reacting solutes, although there is still a coupled
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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mass balance for the solvent. The infinite dilution assumption is 
reasonable since the reacting species are 10'  ̂ M or less (water being 55 M).
Assumptions (6), (7), and (10) reduce the decoupled flow of the solvent 
to the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations.^^ Assumption (6) is 
standard for liquid fluid flows, and assumption (7) is reasonable for 
aqueous systems of low viscosity.
Thus, the governing equations^^ for the solvent flow are the mass balance, 
or equation o f continuity, given here in dimensionless form,
’  =  0
dx dy
the X -  and y-components o f the equations of motion, also in dimensionless 
form,
du du ,,du _ 1 dp—  + tt 4- V—  —  I —  +  I *— '
dt dx dy Rg^dx'  ̂ dy^  ̂ dx
dv dv dv _ 1 r 0^v ô^vi dp
dt dx dy Rg^dx^ dy^  ̂ dy
where u is the %-component and v is the y-component of the velocity, p  is 
the pressure, and Rg is the Reynolds number, the dimensionless ratio of 
inertial to viscous forces. As mentioned in the introduction, the Reynolds 
number has several critical values where the character o f the flow changes
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abruptly, or changes phases. Only laminar flows, where viscous forces 
dominate % < < ! ) ,  are considered here, although with sufficient grid 
resolution, the numerical algorithm used is capable o f handling flows with 
larger Reynolds numbers.^
The no-slip boundary conditions
^tangential ~ ^boundary* ^normal ~ ®
hold for u and v at the reactor boundaries and the rotating cylinders. 
Boundary conditions for the pressure may be derived from the equations of 
motion.
An equation of state is generally needed to relate pressure and density; in 
this case, pressure and density are decoupled by the incompressibility 
assumption.
Since the pressure is not o f explicit concern, it may be dropped from 
further consideration by reformulating the problem in terms o f the stream 
function and vorticity.^^
The definition^^ of the vorticity,w, is, in three dimensions, the curl of the 
velocity, or
— \dw  dv du dw dv dw\
"La y  dz* dz dx* dx dyj
where w is the z-component o f the velocity vector.
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Only the z-component of the vorticity
dv du 
dx dy
is required for a two-dimensional problem.
The directional derivatives of the stream function, are defined in terms 
of the velocity components;
dilf dilfu =  V  =  — ^
dy dx
N ote that the stream function automatically satisfies the continuity 
equation.
Physically, constant lines of the stream function (streamlines) trace the 
path o f a fluid element, while the arithmetic difference between two 
streamlines is the flow rate between the streamlines. The vorticity 
measures (local) fluid rotation and is related to the angular momentum of 
the fluid flow.^®
By subtracting the x-partial derivative o f the y-equation o f motion from 
the y-partial derivative o f the x-equation of motion, the pressure terms 
(d^p/dxay) cancel, resulting in the following two equations for the stream  
function and vorticity:^^
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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5o>  ̂ 0i|/ d(ù _ 0i|r diù _ 1 ^
dt dx dy dy dx dx^ dy“̂
0̂ i|r 6 î|f— j_ +  3_ = CO
dx^ dy^
The first equation looks like a vorticity transport equation, except that the 
convective terms (the partial derivatives o f v>) are not yet known. The
second equation is a Poisson form of the vorticity definition.
A  particular solution of these equations is fixed by the choice o f boundary 
conditions. The equations are second order in the spatial variables, and 
therefore, require two boundary conditions specified at each boundary.'*® 
The rotating cylinders o f radius r and angular velocity n,- are idealized as 
point sources of vorticity by taking the limit of radius going to zero, which 
results in the following boundary condition for the vorticity
• du dv lim  t ^O) = — —  ----------- —  = _-------  = L2.
dy dx r-*0 2r 
A s the radius goes to zero, so does the tangential fluid velocity, m,. 
Translating this to the stream function implies that the normal partial 
derivative o f  ̂ is zero
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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= 0
dn
The two boundary conditions at the walls, which act as sinks o f vorticity, 
are
= 0 , - ^  = 0 
dn
A t this point, the solution procedure is numerical, rather than analytical. 
An explicit forward time, centered space (FTCS) scheme (Appendix B) was 
used for both equations."^  ̂ The term
di|r
~dt
was introduced into the Poisson equation for the stream function in order 
to employ a psuedo-transient approach"^  ̂ for solving the stream function 
equation at every time step in the vorticity transport equation.
After integrating the equations to steady state, the u and v velocities are 
calculated from the definition o f the stream function for use in the 
following transport equations. The discrete equations solved and other 
details are documented with a Fortran?? program listing in Appendix B.
Solutions for different rotating boundary conditions are shown in Figures 
2-6 as vector flow fields. These will be discussed further in the results 
section.
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The second step is to solve the transport equations for the dilute solutes 
with convection and diffusion but without reaction. One reason is to 
understand the combined transport effects o f diffusion and convection and 
make sure the calculations are- working before adding the nonlinear 
chemistry. Another is to speed up the integration of the full problem with 
reaction. The time step required for stable integration o f the reaction 
terms is much smaller than the maximum stable time step for diffusion and 
convection. Presumably, a good deal o f computing time can be saved by 
establishing the diffusion distribution before "turning on" the reaction. (O f 
course, this opens the question of sensitivity to initial conditions).
Assumptions (5), (8), and (10) lead to the two-dimensional transport 
equation for one solute, given here in dimensional form,^^
a c , a c , a c , a^c,
dt dx dy  ̂ dx^ dy
where Q  is the molar concentration of component i (mass concentration 
divided by the molecular weight, assuming constant density), is the 
diffusion coefficient o f solute i in the solvent, and u and v are pre­
calculated from a particular fluid problem.
Reflective no-flux, or Neumann, boundary conditions
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dC,
2 = 0
dn
apply at the wall and cylinder grid points that are not sources or sinks of 
concentration.'*'*
Source and sink boundary conditions are modeled by simply setting 
individual boundary points to chosen values. A  point sink o f zero is 
equivalent to assuming instantaneous transport out o f the reactor via an 
infinitely thin permeable membrane at that point.
Two types o f source and sink boundary conditions were explored. One 
condition was to set one o f the midpoints o f the horizontal boundaries to a 
high concentration o f iodide, while setting the other midpoint to a high 
concentration of chlorite. This is physically equivalent to dripping reactant 
into opposite sides of the reactor. Also, the two midpoints of the vertical 
boundaries were set to low concentrations o f both species.
The other source and sink boundary condition set one horizontal 
boundaiy to a high concentration o f iodide and a low concentration of 
chlorite, while opposite concentrations were assigned to the other 
horizontal boundary. Physically, this corresponds to external baths of 
iodide and chlorite solutions at opposite sides o f the reactor (Figure 1).
Another explicit FTCS scheme*^ (Appendix C) generated the 
concentration distributions for iodide shown in Figures 7-12 for the
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described boundary conditions. Diffusion only is recovered by setting 
u = v = 0  (Figure 7).
Combining the two-variable model for the chlorite/iodide oscillator with 
the transport equation for each species gives two CDR equations
at dx dy -I I cbc: cty: ' ' = ' k .* C ^
dt dx dy dx^ dy^ +
where is the iodide concentration, [I*], Cg is the chlorite concentration, 
[CIO2  ], and Dg  are the diffusion coefficients for iodide and chlorite, 
the k̂ ’s are the rate constants for the mechanism elucidated in the 
assumptions, and u and v are from a pre calculated fluid flow.
Although this system is somewhat stiff, it may be integrated using the 
explicit FTCS scheme for diffusion by adding the reaction terms and 
specifying a sufficiently small time step (appropriate lines are included in 
Appendix C as comments in the program listing). Boundary conditions are 
treated as in the convection-diffusion problem.
Free oscillations appear in Figures 13 and 14, while reaction-diffusion 
patterns are shown in Figure 15.
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CHAPTER 3 
PROCEDURE
As described previously, fluid flow is calculated prior to introducing 
diffusion and reaction. The several parameters that must be fixed before 
flow integration are described below  with the values that generated Vector 
Flow Field 1234 in Figure 2 indicated in parentheses.
These parameters are the number o f grid points in the x- and y-directions 
(20), the number of cylinders in the x- and y-directions (2), and the number 
o f iterations (400). A lso required are the spatial step size (.05, or the 
inverse of the number o f grid points), the time step (actually a dummy 
variable here as the time step is calculated in the program (.05)), and the 
two-dimensional explicit stability constraint (.2). Finally, the physical 
constants o f density (1.0), viscosity (.01), and angular velocity of rotation 
(10'^) are set. These values are stored in the first three lines o f the data 
file SPD A T.D A T in the order above and may be modified by editing 
SPDAT.DAT.
Initial conditions for the stream function and vorticity are generated by
running SPIN. SPIN asks for manual input o f the direction and scaling
factor for the angular velocity in SPD A T.D A T for each cylinder by
prompting with the grid points o f each cylinder’s location. For example, if
the number o f cylinders in each direction is two, and the grid size is twenty
22
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in each direction, the prompts are (6,6), (6,16), (16,6), and (16,16). In this 
case, entering "1" at each prompt assigns counter-clockwise rotation to each 
cylinder o f magnitude 10^.
Physically, the initial conditions correspond to suddenly turning on the 
cylinders in a quiescient fluid. Therefore, the stream function and vorticity 
are everywhere zero, except at the cylinder locations, where the vorticity 
has been assigned values. SPIN generates the data file SPIN.DAT  
containing these initial conditions.
Since the four normal derivatives o f the stream function must be zero at 
each o f the cylinder grid points, the stream function is given four values at 
these points. In other words, although the cylinders are o f infinitesimal 
radius, the fluid does not pass through them. The initial values of zero are 
stored in SCIN.DAT by SPIN.
Executing STREAM  generates three output files: U V O U T.D A T, which 
contains the velocities u and v at each grid point, SPOUT.DAT, which 
contains the stream function, i}>, and vorticity, w, at each grid point, and 
SCO UT.DAT, which contains the four stream function values at each 
cylinder. If further integration is desired, SPO U T.D A T and SCO UT.DAT  
may be renamed to SPIN.DAT and SCIN.DAT, and STREAM  re-executed. 
Before re-execution of STREAM  using different initial conditions, 
U V O U T .D A T  should be renamed if it is to be saved for later use.
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V ector field pictures were generated by running the BASIC program  
PLO TV (Appendix D ), and the graphics screen dumped to the printer.
To continue with the diffusion calculations, additional parameters need to 
be assigned (sample values correspond to the diffusion distributions in 
Figures 7-12): diffusion coefficients for iodide and chlorite (10^), the 
maximum velocity from U V O U T .D A T  (2x10'^—found from running 
U V M A X  (Appendix D )), and the acceptable level of artificial diffusion  
introduced by discretization (.1); high (10'^ for point source, or ICf̂  for 
boundary source) and low (0) concentrations for iodide and chlorite.
T hese parameters are on lines-four and five in SPD A T.D A T following the 
parameters for the fluid flow. Also, the number o f iterations (1600) is 
changed to insure reaching the steady state distribution. This corresponds 
to a physical time o f 80,000 seconds for the stated conditions.
Initial conditions are generated by executing C2IN and are stored in 
C2IN.DAT and C2CO UT.DAT (analogous to the flow problem, there is no 
diffusion through the cylinder grid points, and therefore, four concentration  
values are required at these locations. The low or high boundary 
concentration is used for the initial concentration at all points).
B efore execution, boundary conditions must be chosen by commenting or 
uncommenting appropriate lines in TRAN2 (see Appendix C). Execution  
o f T R A N 2 generates the output files C 20U T .D A T  and C2COUT.DAT.
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The concentration distribution diagrams for iodide are then generated by 
running PLOTC (Appendix D ) in BASIC and screen dumping to the 
printer.
Finally, prior to running the full convection-diffusion-reaction program, 
reaction rate parameters must be chosen and stored in lines six and seven  
in SPDAT.DAT. The following example values correspond to Figures 13- 
15.
Line six in SPD A T.D A T contains the initial concentrations o f malonic 
acid (10*^), iodine (5x10*^), and chlorite radical (1.7x10^), while line seven  
contains the rate constants k l (7.5x10*^), k2 (3x10^), k3 (2.65x10*^), and k4 
(10-1^).
Initial concentrations are also stored in C2IN.DAT and C2CIN.DAT and 
may be copied from the output o f TR A N 2 or generated by running C2IN. 
A lso, the time step must be modified to less than .05 in SPDAT.DAT, and 
the number o f loops increased by a factor o f 1000 to 1,600,000 to insure 
that a steady state has been reached. Lastly, the program lines containing 
the reaction terms and appropriate boundary conditions must be 
com mented or uncommented.
Again, the distribution o f iodide is plotted using PLOTC.
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS
The solution o f the general transport problem was greatly simplified by 
several assumptions that may be summarized into the primary assumption 
o f isothermal two-dimensional Newtonian fluid flow with infinitely dilute 
solutes. Then, the fluid flow was shown to decouple from diffusion and 
reaction and was calculated prior to introducing these effects. Many 
different fluid flows were generated by selecting various patterns of 
rotation for the cylinders.
Figure 2 shows the vector fields for various patterns o f rotation o f a two 
by two array o f four cylinders. Clockwise rotation is indicated by one 
circle, while counter-clockwise rotation is indicated by two concentric 
circles at the cylinder locations. The direction o f flow at each grid point 
(the symbols) is indicated by the lines anchored at the grid points.
Flow is from grid point to line' end, like a flag waving in the wind (all 
vector fields have been magnified by a factor of 1000, relative to the step 
size).
Study o f the different flow patterns for a two by two array in Figure 2 
reveals that convective cell patterns are established, the nature of which 
depends on the rotation o f the cylinders. Adjacent cylinders with the same
26
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Figure 2.
Vector Flow Fields for Two by Two Arrays 
direction o f rotation share stream lines (exchange fluid) and establish a two- 
square-unit cell, while adjacent cylinders with opposite rotations do not 
share streamlines, do not exchange fluid, and establish two one-unit cells.
T he significance o f this is that the distribution of chemistry betw een cells 
is by diffusion only, whereas within cells, the distribution is by convection  
and diffusion. Therefore, changing the relative rotation o f adjacent cells
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w ill cause a change in the flow pattern, which in turn, will cause a change 
in the rate and pattern o f  chem ical distribution. The four by four arrays in 
Figure 3 and the eight by eight array in Figure 4 suggest that a tremendous 
variety o f patterns is possible.
SI
'7̂ 4 vv
H-i
Figure 3.
Vector Flow Fields for Four by Four Arrays
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Vector Flow Field for Eight by Eight Array 
Doubling the integration time from 200 to 400 iterations, or halving the 
grid size from .05 to .025 had no effect on the co-rotating flow field  
(Figures 5 and 6). Presumably, this is true for the other fields, suggesting 
that 200 iterations and a grid size o f .05 is adequate to capture the flow  
numerically.
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Tim e Evolution o f V ector Flow  
Field 1234 in Figure 2
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Figure 6.
Comparison o f Grid Sizes for V ector Flow  
Field 1234 in Figure 2
D iffusion was explored next with and without convection with point and 
boundary sources and sinks.
Concentration distributions for iodide due to diffusion only are shown in 
Figure 7 with point and boundary sources and sinks. As is expected, there 
is a sm ooth, symmetrical transition from source to sink. The distribution is 
discontinuous at the cylinders as the no-flux condition must be satisfied  
from each direction.
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Figure 7.
D iffusion  Distributions o f Iodide
Adding convection has the effect o f decreasing these concentration
distributions at various points and increasing them  at others (Figures 8 and
9).
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Convection-Diffusion Distributions o f  
Iodide with Flow Fields in Figure 2
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Figure 9.
Convection-D iffusion Distribution o f  
Iodide with Flow Fields in Figure 3
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Concentration is increased where fluid flow changes directions from  
perpendicular to the concentration gradient to along the gradient, and is 
decreased where fluid flow changes from perpendicular to the 
concentration gradient to  against the gradient. This effect may be 
understood by considering the reference frame o f a moving fluid element.
By changing from a stationary reference to that of a moving fluid elem ent 
(the Lagrangian point o f view), the convective rate o f change and the 
accumulation o f mass terms combine to form the total derivative o f mass 
accumulation."^^ In other words, in the fluid elem ent frame o f reference, 
there is only diffusive exchange between elem ents. Therefore, in the 
stationary frame, laminar convection may be thought o f as enhanced  
diffusion along a streamline. Thus, flow along a concentration gradient 
increases transport, flow against a concentration gradient decreases 
transport, and flow perpendicular to the gradient does not affect transport 
in the direction o f the gradient.
To assess the effects o f initial conditions and time to reach steady state, 
the diffusion system with point source and sinks was integrated using both  
the low and high boundary concentrations for the initial concentrations at 
the grid points within the reactor. Examining the distributions in Figures 
10 and 11 suggests that the integration is more than 90% complete after 
1600 iterations (80,000 seconds), relative to the final steady state both
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800 iterations
1600 iterations 3200 iterations
Figure 10.
Time Evolution o f D iffusion Distribution  
of Iodide with Low Initial Concentration
Figure 11.
Comparison o f Final D iffusion Distributions 
o f Iodide for Low and High Initial Concentrations
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Figure 12 shows the effect o f increasing convection four-fold. The 
pertubation o f the diffusion pattern is markedly increased.
w im
r m
/ 77ZZZÜ777T7
2x10'5 8x10
Figure 12.
Comparison o f Final D iffusion Distributions 
o f Iodide for Increased Convection using 
V ector Flow Field 1234 In Figure 2
Finally, the chemical kinetics o f the two-variable chlorite/iodide model
were studied independently, with diffusion, and with both diffusion and
convection.
Free oscillations are shown in Figure 13.
A A A A A ,A A A A (
' ' ' '  ̂ \ \  : / : I : - • • ' ' ■ ^
: iod ide
'V\AA/̂ AAAA/
Figure 13.
Free O scillations o f the Two-Variable M odel
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A  tim e step o f .05 seconds was used to integrate the reaction m odel 
explicitly. The period o f  oscillation is about five seconds, with the iodide 
concentration ranging from 1.2x10'^ to 2.2x10^ M, and the chlorite 
concentration ranging from 2.1x10*^ to 1.2x10*^ M. In two-dimensions, all 
grid points oscillate in phase, forming a platform that rises and falls much 
like an elevator (Figure 14).
Figure 14.
Tw o-D im ensional Free Oscillations
D iffusion-reaction patterns are shown in Figure 15. The lower value of
10"̂  M  for the point source concentration is insufficient to perturb the
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reaction spatially from the free oscillation pattern. A ll the grid points, 
except for the fixed points, oscillate in phase, and the concentration rises 
and falls as in Figure 14.
Increasing the concentration to 10"̂  M  for the boundaiy source condition  
led  to the fixed concentration as shown in Figure 15. Adding convection  
m ade no impact on these distributions, indicating that a greater convective 
effect is required to perturb this system.
Figure 15.
D iffusion-R eaction Distributions of Iodide 
U nfortunately, time did not allow the full exploration o f the various 
conditions betw een these two extremes, largely because the problem is 
numerically out o f hand, and requires the services o f a supercomputer.
B ased on the variety o f phenom ena observed in CSTR simulations,"^^ 
spatial and temporal pattern formation is likely. For a stationary pattern to
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form, each fluid elem ent must change composition via reaction and 
diffusion such that as the fluid elem ent revisits a particular stationary point 
along its streamline it assumes a former (constant) chemical composition.
Likewise, a temporal pattern would be formed when concentrations in a 
stationary volume elem ent occur periodically, and all the volume elem ents 
are in phase. If the volume elem ents oscillate out o f phase, then aperiodic 
temporal patterns would be observed.
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS
The scope o f this work was to establish a procedure for examining pattern 
formation in convection-diffusion-reaction problems, particularly ones 
involving oscillatory chemistry, and draw attention to the possibilities of 
adding known, controllable flow to the diffusion-reaction problems of 
current interest.
Although preliminary results show interesting pattern formations, 
particularly for the convection and diffusion patterns, a much broader 
exploration o f parameters is possible.
For example, many directions could be pursued with the fluid portion of 
the problem. One would be to look at higher Reynolds number flows using 
finer grid sizes, both to find bifurcations in the fluid patterns and to 
increase the convective effect in the transport equations.
Another avenue would be to modify the integrator to handle non- 
Newtonian fluids and examine the array o f phenomena possible with these 
fluids coupled with diffusion and reaction.
Other possibilities might be expanding to three dimensions, looking at 
natural convection flows, flows with body forces, compressible fluids, a very 
large array o f cells in one and two dimensions, or feedback control
adjusting the rotation o f the cylinders.
40
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In fact, changing the rotation o f the cylinders can act like a valve. If two 
adjacent cells are co-rotating, they exchange chemistry by diffusion and 
convection, while counter rotating cells do not share streamlines, and 
therefore only exchange chemistry via diffusion. The valve action comes 
from the turning on and off o f the convection exchange.
A lthough not pursued here, it is presumed, based on crystal growth 
models,^^ that if selection rules for the direction o f rotation of a particular 
cylinder were to depend on the rotation o f neighboring cylinders, global 
fractal patterns in the flow could appear. In a very large array with 
feedback, perhaps something similar to a bronchial network could appear, 
where transport is specific and controlled.
Som e possibilities for affecting diffusive transport are to consider larger 
m olecules with different diffusion coefficients, non-isothermal systems 
where the diffusion coefficient and other material properties are functions 
o f temperature, and systems where the diffusion coefficient may depend on 
concentration.
Interesting paths concerning the kinetics might be considering other 
oscillating mechanisms, which would require a better algorithm for stability 
reasons, linear kinetics, or nori-oscillating nonlinear kinetics, such as a 
bistable system.
B ased on work'*  ̂ done in CSTR’s, the chlorite/iodide oscillator could also
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exhibit period doubling, choas, entrainment and other phenomena given 
(finding) appropriate boundary and inititial conditions. A  variety of 
conditions should be explored in this direction, including the effect o f grid 
size and time step.
In summary, as mentioned in the results chapter, implementing the above 
suggestions would require a good deal o f computer power. Arrangements 
are being made with Larwence Livermore Laboratory to continue this work 
on their supercomputer.
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APPENDIX A  
MASS-BALANCE DERIVATION
T he accumulation o f mass o f species i in a volum e elem ent sxsysz  in 
Cartesian coordinates is due to the flux o f mass o f species i in and out of 
the elem ent as well generation o f species i by chem ical reaction:
X
Figure 16.
Volum e elem ent sxsysz  with arrows indicating the direction in which 
species / is transported through the surfaces.
T he symbolic representation o f this balance is
43
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=
+ </«ily-^3iU»y)ÔJCÔZ + (« J  | *“ -«i L*iz)
+  Rj^àxàyàz
where p, is the mass density o f species i, I  ̂ and n, I the fluxes
in and out of the volume in the x-direction as in Figure 16 (likewise for the 
y-  and z-components of the flux), and i?,- is the mass concentration of 
species i generated by chemical reaction.
Dividing this equation by gxgygz yields
3  ^  ^ i  I  y~i l y +6y  j .  ® ll z” 1 lz+8x , n
~dc^^--------- Ô3E------  ̂ ^
Taking the limit o f each volume elem ent edge to zero (i.e., lim sx 0)
gives
This may be written more compactly as the form presented in the text
- A p _ .  = - V * H i  + R i
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APPENDIX B 
FLOW INTEGRATOR
The discretization o f the vorticity and stream function equations using a 
FTCS scheme is
I
A tg 2 Ax 2Ay 2Ay 2 Ax
-R- 1 -  Ax* 2A v* - I? y
Ax* Aj? " At„.
where and w"y are the stream function and vorticity at grid point 4 j  
and times M*and n, ùx and Ay are the spatial step sizes in the x- and y- 
directions, is the Reynolds number, and a/„* and â „ are the time steps.
The strategy for integrating these equations is to integrate the Poisson 
equation for the stream function using the time step, a?„*, at each different 
time step, Af̂ , for the vorticity transport equation. From stability 
considerations the maximum time step for integrating the Poisson equation 
is
Aù j .2SAx*
while the maximum time step for the vorticity transport equation is
■ At j .25
45
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For jRg=.01, there is a hundredfold savings in the integration of the 
vorticity equation by using two different time steps, rather than just one 
minimum time step. The actual values o f the time steps used in the 
algorithm are computed using a stability coefficient o f .2 rather than .25.
The error o f this method is (0 (A t),0 (A X ^ )). Because the equations are 
parabolic in time, retaining a second-order spatial error requires second- 
order boundary condition discretization. Also, there is the additional 
numerical boundary condition for the vorticity
at the walls.
First derivatives may be approximated by
2 A x
while second derivatives may be approximated by
The integration proceeds for a specified number o f iterations, after which 
u and V velocities are calculated and the stream function, vorticity, and 
velocity values are stored. This stored data may then be used to extend the 
integration if necessary.
Program development and smaller integrations were done on an IBM 286
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clone using Turbo Basic. For larger calculations, the program was 
translated into Fortran??. 
The Fortran?? listing o f STREAM.FOR;
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) implicit integer (i-n) c p “ vorticity, s — stream function, sc = stream function at cylinders.dimension p(101,101,2),s(101,101,2),sc(10,10,4) c u and v are the velocity components dimension u(101,101),v(101,101) c input control data
open (18,file='spdat.dat',status='old') read(18,*) n ,nc,nl,dx,dt,si,rho,xmu,w close (18) c evaluate cylinder locations nl=n/nc nil—nl/2 nlll=nll+lc xnu is the kinematic viscosity, or since length and velocity are scaled toc one, it is also the Reynolds number.xnu—xmu/rho c evaluate integration parameters dts=sl*dx*dx si—dts/dx/dx dtp—sl*dx*dx/xnu s2—dtp/4./dxc the n and n+1 time steps are stored in the s and p arrays. rather 
than transfer thec array, the counters k are interchanged. kl=l k2=2 kpl-1 kp2-2c input initial conditionsopen (17,file— 'spin.dat',status— 'old') 
do 16 i—1,n+1 do 16 i—l,n+lread (17,*) s(i,j,1),p(i,j,1)P(i,j,2)-p(i,j,l)16 s(i,j,2)-s(i,J,1) close (17)open (17,file— 'scin.dat',status— 'old') 
do 19 i—l,nc do 19 j—1,nc do 19 ij—1,4 19 read (17,*) sc(i,j,jj) close (17) c repeat integration nl times do 2 jjj=l,nl c integration for vorticity do 3 i—2 , n do 3 J —2 , n c skip cylinder grid points . mi—int((i-nlll)/nl)
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mj-int((j-nlll)/nl)if ((<mi*nl) .eq. (i-nlll)) .and. ((inj*nl) .eq. (j-nlll))) goto 3 c evaluate vorticity at next time step
P(i.J,kp2)-p(i,j,kpl)+sl*(p(i+l,j,kpl)- 2.*p(i,j,kpl)+p(i-1,j,kpl))1 +sl*(p(i,j+l,kpl)-2.*p(i,j,kpl)+p(i,j-1,kpl))2 +s2*(s(i,i+l,kl)-s(i,i-l,kl))*(p(i+l,j,kpl)-p(i-l,i,kpl))3 -s2*(s(i+l,j,kl)-s(i-l,J,kl))*(p(i,j+1,kpl)-p(i.j-l.kpl))3 continuec update boundary conditions do 4 i—2 ,n
p(i,I,kp2)=(17.*s(i.3,kl)-4.*s(i,4,kl))/4./dx/dxp(i,n+l,kp2)=(17.*s(i,n-1,kl)-4.*s(i,n-2,kl))/4./dx/dxp(l,i,kp2)-(I7.*s(3,i,kl)-4.*s(4,i,kl))/4./dx/dx4 p(n+l,i,kp2)=(17.*s(n-1,i,kl)-4.*s(n-2,i,kl))/4./dx/dx c repeat stream function integration three timesdo 7 jJ-1,3 c stream function integration do 5 i—3,n-l do 5 j=3,n-lc skip cylinder grid points or specify stream function at cylinder grid point.mi—i-nlll+nl mj=j-nlll+nl ni—int(mi/nl) nj=int (mj/nl) li=int((mi+l)/nl)Ij-int ( (mj+l)/nl) ki—int((mi-l)/nl) kj—int( (mj -l)/nl)if ((ni*nl.eq.mi).and.(nj*nl.eq.mj)) goto 3 if ((ni*nl.eq.mi).and.(lj*nl.eq.mj+1)) goto 11 if ((li*nl.eq.mi+1).and.(nj*nl.eq.mj)) goto 22 if ((ni*nl.eq.mi).and.(kj*nl.eq.mj-1)) goto 33 if ((ki*nl.eq.mi-1).and.(nj*nl.eq.mj)) goto 44 goto 55 11 s(i,j+l,kl)=sc(ni,lj,1) goto 5 5 22 s(i+l,j,kl)=sc(li,nj,2) goto 55 
33 s(i,j-l,kl)-sc(ni,kj,3 )  goto 55 44 s(i-l,j,kl)=sc(ki,nj,4) c evaluate stream function at next time step55 s(i,j,k2)=s(i,j,kl)+sl*(s(i+l,j,kl)-2.*s(i,j,kl)+s(i-l,j,kl))1 +sl*(s(i,j+l,kl)-2.*s(i,j,kl)+s(i,j-l,kl))-dts*p(i,j,kp2)
5 continuec update boundary conditions do 6 i—3,n-l s(i,2,k2)=s(i,3,k2)/4. s(i,n,k2)—s(i,n-l,k2)/4. s(2,i,k2)-s(3,i,k2)/4.6 s(n,i,k2)=s(n-l,i,k2)/4. s(2,2,k2)=s(3,3,k2)/16. s(n,2,k2)=s(n-l,3,k2)/16. s(2,n,k2)=s(3,n-l,k2)/16. s(n,n,k2)=s(n-l,n-l,k2)/16.c update cylinder boundary conditions do 82 ii-1,nc do 82 ijj-1 ,nc i-(ii-l)*nl+nlll
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sc(ii.ijj.l)-(-s(l,J-2.k2)+4*s(i.j-l.k2))/3 sc(ii,iij.2)-(-s(i-2,i.k2)+4*s(1-1,1,k2))/3 scdi.ijj ,3) = (-s(i,i+2,k2)+4*s(i,J+l,k2))/3 82 scCii.iJj,4)«(-s(i+2,j,k2)+4*s(i+l,j,k2))/3 c swap counters and update time k-kl kl=k2 7 k2-k
time—time+dtp k—kpl kpl=kp2 2 kp2=kc generate velocities for output do 11 i-2,n do 11 j=2,n
u(i,j)-<s(i.j-l,k2)-s(i,j+l,k2))/2./dx11 v(i,j)-(s(i+l,J,k2)-s(i-l,j,k2))/2./dxc output stream function, vorticity, and velocities open(16,file— 'spout.dat',status— 'new') open(15,file— 'uvout.dat',status— 'new') do 12 i=l,n+l do 12 j—1,n+lwrite (16,'(31(lpdl3.5))') s(i,j,k2),p(i,j,kp2)12 write <15,'(31(lpdl3.5))') u(i,j),v(i,j) close (15)close (16)open(15,file-'scout.dat',status-'new') 
do 87 i—1,nc do 87 1—1,ncdo 87 87 write()close (15) end
a :
1.4(31(lpdl3.5))') sc(i,j,jj)
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APPENDIX C 
TRANSPORT INTEGRATOR
The discretization o f the transport equation using a FTCS scheme is
At  2Â3E --- 2Â?---
Ajc* 2A>̂  -I
where A" ĵ is the molar concentration of component i at grid point, i, j  and 
time n.
From stability considerations, the maximum time step for integrating the 
transport equation is
Ax^A t  j .25
rSEvaluating this expression for a stability constant o f .2, D^ =  10 
and a x =.05  (twenty grid points in both directions) gives a / = 50 . 
The convection terms impose the additional stability condition
At s
which, given and At, imposes a restriction on ŵ ax- At=50 and
Z?  ̂=  10^, Mjnax” 2xlCP.
There is also a constraint on the grid size from the cell Reynolds number 
to ensure solution accuracy
50
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A
■̂A *̂nmx
Since the grid size is fixed by computer speed and size, this condition sets 
a constraint on the maximum velocity of the fluid flow. For this work, the 
cell Reynolds number was set to .1, implying M^aj.=2xl0'^, for AT=.05 and 
£)^ =  10^
Another constraint on the time step other than stability is the 
requirement o f neglibible cross diffusion introduced by the discretization.'^^ 
The condition is
At «
For 2x10’̂  A X =.05, and Z>̂  =  10' ,̂ A f =  1,250.
These various conditions will change with grid size and velocity and are 
checked by the program before proceeding with integration to avoid 
problems.
The actual values of the time steps used in the algorithm are computed 
using a stability coefficient o f .2 rather than .25.
As with the flow integrator, the error o f this method is (0 (A t) ,0 (A x ^ )) .  
Again, retaining second order accuracy requires second order evaluation of 
boundary conditions.
First derivatives for the no-flux condition may be approximated by 
The integration procédés for a specified number o f loops, after which the
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2 A x
concentration array is stored for output or re-running the program. 
The discretization o f the reaction-diffusion-convection equations adds the 
kinetic terms thusly:
The nonlinear kinetics impose the time constraint a <̂.05. Stability and 
boundary considerations are as above. 
The TRAN2.FO R Fortran?? program;
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)dimension a(101,101,2),b(101,101,2),u(101.101),v(101,101) dimension ac(10,10,4),be(10,10,4) open(15,file— 'spdat.dat',status— 'old')read(15,*) n,nc,nl,dx,dt,si,rho,xmu,w,diff,uO,aO,eps,bOread(15,*) xma,xi2,or,h,rl,r2,r3,r4,r5,r6close (15)nl—n/ncnil—nl/2nlll-nll+ldt3—diff/uO/uOdt1-sl*dx*dx/di ffdt2—eps*dt3*dxif (dtl.lt.dt) dt—dtlif (dt2.It.dt) dt=dt2if (dt3.lt.dt) dt-dt3if (uO*dx/diff.gt.eps) write(*,*) uO,dx write(*,*) dx,dt,uO si—dt*diff/dx/dx s2—dt/2/dxrl-dt*rl*xma*xi2/(r6+xi2) r2—dt*r2*cr r3=dt*r3*h r4=dt*r4*xi2open(15,file— 'c2in.dat',status— 'old')open(16,file— 'uvout.dat',status— 'old')do 1 i—1,n+1do 1 1—1,n+1read(16,*) u(i,j),v(i,j)read(15,*) a(i,J ,1),b(i,j ,1)
52
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a(i.j,2)-a(i J,l)1 b(i,J,2)-b(i,j,2) close (15) close (16)
open(15,file— 'c2cln.dat',status— 'old') do ll2 i—l,nc do 112 j —1, nc do 112 jj=l,4 112 read(15,*) ac(i,j,jj),bc(i,j,jj) close (15) kl-1 k2-2do 114 1—1,n+1 a(l,l,l)=0 a(l,l,2)=0 a(l,n+l,l)-aO a(i,n+l,2)—aO b (i,n+1,l)-0 b(l,n+l,2)=0 b(l,l,l)=bO 114 b(i,l,2)-bO do 2 jj=l,nl do 3 1-2,n do 3 j -2 , n ml—1-nlll+nl mj-j-nlll+nl nl—Int(ml/nl) nj —Int(mj/nl)11—lnt((ml+l)/nl) lj-lnt((mj+l)/nl) kl—int((ml-l)/nl) kj=lnt((mj-l)/nl)If ((nl*nl.eq.ml).and.(nj*nl.eq.mj)) goto 3 If ((nl*nl.eq.ml).and.(lj*nl.eq.mj+1)) goto 11 If ((ll*nl.eq.mi+1).and.(nj*nl.eq.mj)) goto 22 If ((nl*nl,eq.mi).and.(kj*nl.eq.mj-1)) goto 33 If ((kl*nl.eq.ml-1).and.(nj*nl.eq.mj)) goto 44 goto 55 11 a(l,j+l,kl)-ac(nl,lj,1) b(l,j+1,kl)=bc(nl,Ij,1) goto 55 22 a(l+l,j,kl)-ac(ll,nj,2) b(l+l,j,kl)=bc(ll,nj.2) goto 55 33 a(l,j-l,kl)=ac(nl,kj,3) b(l,j-l,kl)=bc(nl,kj,3) goto 55 44 a(l-l,j,kl)=ac(kl,nj,4) b(l-l,j,kl)-bc(kl,nj,4)55 a(l,j,k2)-a(l.j,kl)+sl*(a(l+l,j,kl)-2*a(i,j,kl)+a(l-l,j,kl))1 +sl*(a(l,J+l,kl)-2*a(l,j,kl)+a(l,j-1,kl))a(l,J,k2)-a(l,j,k2)-u(l,j)*s2*(a(l+l,j,kl)-a(l-l,j,kl))3 -v(l,j)*s2*(a(l,j[+l.kl)-a(l,j-l,kl)) a(l,j,k2)-a(l,j,k2)+rl-r2*a(l,j,kl)4 -4*r3*a(l,j,kl)*b(l,j,kl)
5 -4*r4*a(l,j,kl)*b(l,j,kl)/(r5+a(i.j,kl)*a(l,j,kl)) b(l,j,k2)=b(i,j,kl)+sl*(b(l+l,j,kl)-2*b(l,j,kl)+b(l-l,j,kl))1 +sl*(b(l,j+l,kl)-2*b(l.j,kl)+b(l,j-l,kl))b(l,j,k2)=b(l,j,k2)-u(l,j)*s2*(b(l+l,j,kl)-b(l-l,j,kl))3 -v(l.j)*s2*(b(l,j+l,kl)-b(l,j-l.kl))b(l,j,k2)-b(l,j,k2)+r2*a(l.j,kl)
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4 -r3*a(i,j,kl)*b(i.J.kl) _ ^5 -r4*a(i,j,kl)*b(i,j,kl)/(r5+a(i,j,kl)*a(ij,kl)) 3 continuedo 6 i—2, n
a(l,i,k2)=(4*a(2,l,k2)-a(3,i,k2))/3 a(n+l,l,k2)-(-a(n-l,i,k2)+4*a(n,i,k2))/3 b(l.i.k2)=(4*b(2,i,k2)-b(3.i,k2))/3 6 b(n+l,i,k2)=(-b(n-l,i,k2)+4*b(n,l,k2))/3 do 12 11-1, nc do 12 1 j j —1, nc 1— (11-1)*nl+nlll j-(ljj-l)*nl+nlllac(li,ljj,l)=(4*a(l,: -l,k2)-a(l,j-2,k2))/3acdl.ljj ,2)-(4*a(l-l,i , k2)-a( 1-2 , i , k2) )/3 ac(il,ijj,3)=(4*a(l.j+l,k2)-a(l,i+2.k2))/3 ....    . ,k2)-a(l+2,j,k2))/3
-l.k2)-b(i,i-2,k2))/3 k2)-b(i-2.j,k2))/3 +l,k2)-b(l,j+2,k2))/3 ,k2)-b(l+2,j,k2))/3
ac(il,Ijj,4)=(4*a(l+l,jbc(ll,ljj,l)-(4*b(l.j-l bc(ll,ljj,2)=(4*b(i-l,j bc(li,ljj,3)-(4*b(l,j 12 bc(ll,ijj,4)-(4*b(i+l.j k—kl kl-k2 k2—k 2 tlme—time+dtopen(15,flie— 'c2out.dat',status— 'new') do 84 1=1,n+1 do 84 j—1,n+l 84 wrlte(15,'(31(lpdl3.5))') a(i,j,k2),b(l,j,k2) close (15)open(15,file— 'c2cout.dat',status— 'new') do 8 7 1—1,nc do 87 j—l,nc do 87 jj-1,4
87 write(15,'(31(lpdl3.5))') ac(l,j .jj),bc(l,j ,jj) close (15) end
54
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APPENDIX D  
AUXILLARY PROGRAMS
The vector velocity fields were generated using a compiled Turbo Basic 
program PLOTV. To plot grids greater than 100x100, the dim statement in 
line 1 should be modified. Other comments are included in the program 
listing:
dim u(101,101),v(101,101)
’Window is scaled for the screen aspect ratio 4/3.
x l= -.3 0
x2=1.3
y l= - . l
y 2 = l . l
screen 9
els
window (xl,yl)-(x2,y2)
open "spdat.dat" for input as # 1
’Input number o f  grid points and cylinders in x and y directions, 
input #l,nx,ny,ncx,ncy,nl
Input aspect ratio (length in y direction relative to x. ( <  1)). 
input # l,a r  
close # 1  
nlx=nx/ncx  
n llx = n lx /2  
n l l l x = n l l x + l  
nly=ny/ncy  
n lly= n lyy2  
n l l l y = n l l y + l  
dx= l/nx  
dy=ar/ny 
Input velocities. 
uvmax=0
open "uvout.dat” for input as # 1
for i = l  to nx+1
for J =  1 to ny+1
input #l,u(i,j),v(i,j)
uvmag=sqr(u(i,j) ^ 2+v(i,j) ^ 2)
if uvmag >  uvmax then uvmax=uvmag
next j
next i
close # 1
55
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’Scale velocities 
scl=dx/uvmax 
for i = l  to nx+1  
for j =  l  to ny+1  
u(i,j)=scl*u(i,j) 
v(i,j)=scl*v(i,j) 
next j 
next i
’Output loop.
for i = l  to nx+1
for j = l  to ny+1
’Skip cylinder points.
if abs(u(i,j)) >  1 then skip:
x l= (i- l)* d x
x2 = x l+ u (i,j)
y l= (j-l)* d y
y2= y l+ v(i,j)
’Draw a line from grid point that is the vector sum o f velocities, 
line (xl,yl)-(x2,y2)
’Indicate grid point.
circle (xl,yl),.001
skip:
next j
next i
’Indicate cylinder rotation.
’One circle for clockwise, two circles for counter-clockwise rotation.
for i = l  to ncx
for j =  1 to ncy
x l= (( i- l)* n lx + n lllx - l)* d x
y l =  ((j- l)* n ly + n llly -l)* d y
if u ( ( i- l)* n lx + n lllx ,( j - l)* n ly + n llly )  >  1 then circle (xl,yl),.005
circle (xl,yl),.010
next j
next i
end
Although streamline plots wére not presented, the 
following program crudely approximates streamlines by 
plotting points of constant function value. Connecting the 
points manually with smooth curves gives a streamline plot 
similar to topographical maps. The program:
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dim 8(101,101)
'Window is scaled for the screen aspect ratio 4/3.
x l= - .3 0
x2=1.3
y l= - . l
y 2 = l . l
screen 9
els
window (xl,yl)-(x2,y2)
open "spdat.dat" for input as # 1
’Input number o f grid points and cylinders in x and y directions, 
input #l,nx,ny,nac,ncy,nl
’Input aspect ratio (length in y direction relative to x. ( <  1)).
input # l,a r
close # 1
nlx=nx/ncx
n llx = n lx /2
n l l l x = n l l x + l
nly=ny/ncy
n lly = n ly /2
n l l l y = n l l y + l
dx= l/nx
dy=ar/ny
Input stream function, 
smax=0
open "spoutdat" for input as # 1  
for i = l  to nx+1  
for j =  l  to ny+1  
input # l,s(i,j),p
if abs(s(i,j)) >  smax then sm ax=abs(s(ij)) 
next j 
next i 
close # 1
’Scale stream function to 10.
scl=10/smax
for i = l  to nx+1
for j =  l  to ny+1
s(i,j)=scPs(i,j)
next j
next i
’Extrapolate points where stream function is equal to kk in different colors, 
for kk=0 to 10 
for i = l  to nx+1  
for j = l  to ny
if s(i,j) <  kk and s(i,j +  l )  <  kk then skip5: 
if s(i,j) >  kk and s(i,j +  l )  >  kk then skipS: 
m = (s(i,j+ l)-s(i,j))  
if m = 0  then skip5:
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pset ((i-l)*dx,(j-l)*dy+(kk-s(i,j))/m*dy),kk
skipS:
next j
next i
for j = l  to ny+1  
for i = l  to nx
if s (ij)  <  kk and s ( i+ l,j)  <  kk then skip6: 
if s(i,j) >  kk and s ( i+ l,j)  >  kk then skip6: 
m = (s(i+ l,j)-s(i,j)) 
if m = 0  then skip6:
pset ((i-l)*dx+(kk-s(i,j))/m*dx,(j-l)*dy),kk
skip6:
next i
next j
next kk
end
The final plotting routine is the two-dimensional program 
plotting concentration distributions. It may also be used 
plot stream function and vorticity distributions. The Basic 
program listing for PLOTC:
dim a(101,101),ac(10,10,4)
x l= -.1 0
x2= 2
y l= - . l
y2=2.1
screen 9
els
window (xl,yl)-(x2,y2)
open "spdat.dat" for input as # 1
’Input number o f grid points and cylinders in x and y directions, 
input #l,nx,ny,ncx,ncy,nl
Input aspect ratio (length in y direction relative to x. ( <  1)).
input # l,a r
close # 1
nlx=nx/ncx
n llx = n lx /2
n l l l x = n l l x + l
nly=ny/ncy
n lly = n ly /2
n l l l y = n l l y + l
dx= l/nx
dy=ar/ny
’Input concentrations.
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smax=0
open "c2out.dat" for input as # 1  
for i = l  to nx+1  
for j = l  to ny+1  
input # l,a (i,j),b
if abs(a(i,j)) >  smax then smax=abs(a(i,j)) 
next j 
next i 
close # 1
’Scale function to 1.
scl=l/sm ax
for i = l  to nx+1
for j =  l  to ny+1
a(i,j)=scl*b(i,j)
next j
next i
’Input cylinder concentrations, 
open "c2cout.dat" for input as # 1  
for i = l  to ncx 
for j =  l  to ncy 
input # l,a (i,j),b
if abs(a(i,j)) >  smax then smax=abs(a(i,j))
next j
next i
close # 1
for i = l  to nx+1
for j = l  to ny
x l = (i-1 ) *dx+(j -1 ) *dy * .866
x = i-n l l lx
y = j-n llly
xp=int(x/nlx)
yp=int(y/nly)
ypp = in t((y+ l)/n ly )
if xp=x/nlx and yp=y/nly then a (i,j)= ac(xp + l,yp + l,3 )
if xp=x/nlx and y p p = (y + l)/n ly  then a(ij +  l)= ac(xp  +  l,ypp +  l , l )
y l= (j-l)* d y /2 + a (ij)
x2= (i-1 ) * dx +  j *dy * .866
y2=j*dy/2+a(i,j +  l )
line (xl,yl)-(x2,y2)
next j
next i
for j =  l  to ny+1  
for i = l  to nx
x l= (i-l)*d x+ a-l)*d y* .866
x = i-n l l lx
y = j -n ll ly
xp=int(x/nlx)
yp=int(y/nly)
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xp p = in t((x+ l)/n lx )
if xp= x/n lx  and yp=y/nly then a(i,j)=ac(xp+l,yp +  l,4)
if x p p = (x + l) /n lx  and yp=y/nly then a (i+ l,j)= a c(x p p + l,y p + l,2 )
y l= 0 -l)* d y /2 + a (i,j)
x2=(i)*dx+(j-l)*dy*.866
y 2 = a -l)* d y /2 + a (i+ l,j)
line (xl,yl)-(x2,y2)
next i
next j
end
Fortran listing of UVM AX:
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)
open( 15,file= ’uvout.dat’,status= ’old’)
x0= 0
do 1 i= l,4 1  
do 1 j =  l,41  
read(15,*) u,v 
x l =sqrt(u*u +v*v) 
if (xl.gt.xO) xO=xl 
1 continue 
write(*,*) xO 
close (15) 
end
To eliminate convection effects, velocities may be set to 
zero using the ZERO VEL program:
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)
open( 15,file= ’uvout.dat’,status= ’new’)
x=0.0
do 101=1,441  
10 write (15,*) x,x 
close (15) 
end
C2IN generates the concentration input files:
implicit real *8 (a-h,o-z)
open (16,file= ’spdat.dat’,status=’old’)
read (16,*) nx,ny,ncx,ncy,nl,ar,dx,dy,dt,sl,rho,xmu,w,diff,uO,eps,aO,al,bO,bl
close (16)
nlx=nx/ncx
n llx= n cx /2
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n l l l x = n l l x + l
nly=ny/ncy
nlly=ncy/2
n l l l y = n l l y + l
open (15 ,file= ’c2in.dat’,status=’new’)
do 10 i= l ,n x + l
do 10 j =  l ,n y + l
x = 0
y = 0
10 write (15,*) x,y 
close (15)
open ( 15,file= ’c2cin.dat’,status= ’new’)
do 11 i= l,n cx
do 11 j= l,n cy
do 11 jj =  l,4
x = 0
y = 0
11 write (15,*) x,y 
close (15)
end
The initial conditions for the stream function and 
vorticity are generated by SPIN:
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
open (16,file= ’spdaLdat’,status= ’old’)
read (16,*) nx,ny,ncx,ncy,nl,ar,dx,dy,dt,sl,rho,xmu,w,diff,uO,eps,aO,al,bO,bl
read (16,*) xma,xi2,cr,h,rl,r2,r3,r4,r5
close (16)
nlx=nx/ncx
nllx= n lx^
n l l l x = n l l x + l
nly=ny/ncy
nlly=nly/2
n l l l y = n l l y + l
open (15,file= ’spin.dat’,status= ’new’)
do 10 i= l ,n x + l
do 10 j =  l ,n y + l
x = 0
y = 0
m i=int((i-n l 1 lx)/n lx) 
m j= in t(0-n l 1 ly)/n ly)
if (((m i*n lx).eq .(i-n lllx)).and.((n ly*m j).eq .(j-n llly))) goto 20 
goto 10 
20 write (*,*) i,j 
read(*,*) y
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6 2
10 write (15,*) x,y*w 
close (15)
open( 15,fîle= ’scin.dat’,status= ’new’) 
do 30 i= l,n a c  
do 30 j= l,n cy  
do 30 jj =  l,4  
30 write(15,*) x 
close(15) 
end
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